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Virtual Best Corporate Feud

Virtual Best Corporate Feud is our fun, fast-paced corporate game show that can be
played by groups large and small, with a facilitator to ensure all participants are engaged
and enjoying the action!

With all of the high-spirited fun and excitement of a live game show, this engaging
competition will pit remote individuals/teams against each other in a contest to identify the
most popular responses to thought-provoking survey questions.

Virtual Best Corporate Feud has a real game show feel with captivating graphics and fun
sound effects.  Utilizing your preferred Virtual Conferencing platform, the answer board is
projected in real-time to all of the players. You can even supply up to five of your own
questions in this raucous game that is sure to delight the virtual crowd as much as the
contestants.

After a fun face-off, contestants compete to take control of the game. With fast-paced
rounds, teams can win based on securing the most points, or perhaps the two top-scoring

teams can move to play in the Finals, and to see who will be the Virtual Best Corporate
Feud champions!

Your high-energy virtual gameshow comes complete with a dynamic Master of Ceremonies,
sound effects, and music.

Virtual Best Corporate Feud is a parody of the popular game show. This game is not affiliated with or endorsed by Fremantle Media, owner of the
registered trademark Family Feud®.

Clients Talk About this Program
  

Our group REALLY enjoyed this event! The game show host was awesome. He kept
everyone engaged and the game flowing. The event was extremely well organized and face-
offs were the most fun. There was complete employee involvement via the teams, which
made it a great team builder.
Monique - ForeScout Technologies, Inc.

For photos and video, please visit our website at 
https://bestcorporateevents.com/programs/virtual-best-corporate-feud  

  Or Scan QR Code to visit our website:

  

  Program Details

  
Group Size:

30 to 1,000+

Team Size:

Varies

Program Length:

60 to 75 minutes

Space Requirement

N/A

Setting:

Indoor

Physicality:

Low
  What's Included?
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